Sustainability at
Cyprus University of Technology
Launched in 2010 – Is in the Estate Management Service (EMS)

Sustainability Management for the University – 2011 the Environmental Policy was apporved

It coordinates the SustainCut team and the 17 SDGs Committee

Supporting the Academia

Getting closer to ESG

...unfortunately it is one person office with the support of the EMS
Sustainability Management for the University

Operations/Actions

Energy/Water Management

Energy Management Engineering

Recycling Management

Hazardous Waste

EMAS coordination

Green Public Procurement
Sustainability Management for the University

Awareness

Sustainability Awareness/Education

Supporting Student’s Sustainability Groups

Collaborations and Coordination of Sustainability Networks

Small Scale Sustainability Projects
Established in 2017

Hybrid team with Academics and Admin stuff.

Directly below the Board

Big scale Sustainability Projects

Suggests/consults the Board towards a Sustainable Future and Climate Adaptation
Pilot project for the transformation of two used shipping containers into student housing

Also be used as a living lab in order to install other research activities
The idea for the 17 SDGs started around 2018

It evolved with the appearance of the THE Impact Rankings

The new Rector supported the 17 SDGs
17 Sustainable Goals Committee

17 SDGs Coordination

Awareness actions for the 17 SDGs

Sustainability Rankings – THE Impact Rankings
Sustainability Report

The Impact Rankings gave the initiative

Based on the 17 SDGs (and soon GRI)
Thank you very much!!

Andreas Dionyssiou, Coordinator Environmental Policy Office and 17 SDGs Committee | SustainTeam | Coordinator
andreas.dionyssiou@cut.ac.cy | sdgs.cut.ac.cy | green.cut.ac.cy